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SPECIFICATIONS

APPLICATION PROCEDURE APPLICATION PROCEDURE

Walls: 
the substrates must be carefully prepared by manual brushing and/or by washing, depending on how dirty the surface to treat is. Old paints must be removed. Before applying on wet plaster 
make sure that it is set. Apply a coat of Metro Fix and subsequently a coat of Metropolis Factor in order to level the substrate.
Plasterboard: 
the substrates must be carefully prepared by manual brushing and/or by washing, making sure that they are free of loose bits. Apply a coat of Metro Fix and subsequently a coat of Metro Cover. 
Finally, apply a coat of Metropolis Factor in order to level the substrate.
Already painted or varnished wooden substrates: 
scrape partially or generally to eliminate residues of existing paint or varnish that is not firmly adherent or completely remove the existing paint by washing with a stripping solvent-based 
product. 
New wooden substrates or old substrates already treated as above: 
grout here and there to fill in any gaps and microcrazing with Metro Stuc. Sand lightly to make the surface to be treated level and even. Apply a coat of Metro Fix and sand slightly.   Then 
verify the consistency of the substrate: if there are dust and/or loose bits it is necessary to apply Metro Fix again. Apply a coat of Metro Cover.  Finally, apply a coat of Metropolis Factor in 
order to level the substrate.

Rough, violent, dangerous, pure: The Bronx is the original ghetto. It is where the crude facts meet the epic. The Bronx effect recreates the fascination 
of the suburbs and the ruggedness of its battered streets, transforming every wall into a Scorsese’s scenery.

BRONX 1 Chipped troweled effect+Graffit i BRONX 2 Chipped troweled effect+Poster 

PRODUCTS
Metropolis Factor (60 colours to choose from - see Metropolis Factor colour card) – 
Soul Cement (recommended in 10 colours: see colour card) - Acqua.Dolce

EQUIPMENT
Stainless Steel Pollock Trowel - Dalì Marine Sponge

PRODUCTS
Metropolis Factor (60 colours to choose from - see Metropolis Factor colour card) - 
Soul Cement (recommended in 10 colours: see colour card) 

EQUIPMENT
Stainless Steel Pollock Trowel - Dalì Marine Sponge - Metro Style posters

Step 1  -  Use a Stainless Steel Pollock Trowel to apply an even coat of 
Metropolis Factor and create the effect on the wet surface by dabbing 
it with a Dalì Marine Sponge. When the surface is dry, apply the Metro 
Style posters or magazine scraps at your choice, previously dampened 
with a water-based sealant. Upon laying the posters or scraps on the 
surface, use a Klimt Glazing Brush to make them adhere properly. 
After 10-15 minutes, spray with water and smooth the surface for an 
even effect.
In case of uneven substrates, we recommend adding a first smoothing 
coat of Metropolis Factor

Step 2 - Once the surface is completely dry, use a Stainless Steel 
Pollock Trowel to apply an uneven coat of Soul Cement, leaving 
visible portions of images, as well as portions of the previous coat of 
Metropolis Factor. At your choice, for a brighter effect, you can apply 
a second coat of Soul Cement (on the dry surface or you can vary the 
effect by applying a coat of Soul Cement of a different colour.

Step 1  -  Use a Stainless Steel Pollock Trowel to apply an even coat 
of Metropolis Factor and dab the surface with a Dalì Marine Sponge to 
make it uneven with a chipped effect.
After 10-15 minutes, smooth the surface with a steel trowel for an even 
effect.
In case of uneven substrates, we recommend adding a first smoothing 
coat of Metropolis Factor.

Step 2 - Apply Acqua.Dolce (20% thinned) unevenly using a Klimt 
Glazing Brush.

Step 3 - Use a Stainless Steel Pollock Trowel to apply an uneven coat of 
Soul Cement, leaving visible portions of the previous colouring coat. At 
your choice, for a brighter effect, you can apply a second uneven coat of 
Soul Cement (as it is) on the dry surface

BRONX


